[Effect of loss of consciousness induced by repeated lower body negative pressure on blood-brain barrier permeability in rats].
To investigate the effect of loss of consciousness induced by repeated +Gz on the brain and its mechanism, changes of blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeability and brain water content after repeated lower body negative pressure (LBNP) induced loss of consciousness were observed in 30 rats. Rats were anesthetized and exposed to LBNP (-4.0 kPa). The pressure rapidly returned to control level 2 min after EEG became isoelectric. The BBB permeability was measured using lanthanum trace labeling with electron microscopy and brain water content was determined after one or three LBNP exposures. Most tight junctions among endothelial cells opened through which the lanthanum entered into the neurons and extra cellular space and water content in brain tissues increased significantly (P < 0.05) 1 h after 3 LBNP exposures. It demonstrated that 3 exposures to LBNP induced loss of consciousness can result in an increase of BBB permeability in rats, which may play an important role in the development of G-induced brain edema.